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ear has experienced an amazing level of success
in recent years so it is with no small amount of
thought that I make the following statement: In my
opinion the Carnage is the best compound bow Bear
Archery has produced to date. They have turned the corner
on a couple issues critical in taking them to the next level
of bow performance and while they certainly have areas of
opportunity for improvement (like every other bow manufacturer) they hit a home run with the Carnage.
Bear packs many features and technologies into their
new “Perfect Killer” such as the new Skeleton Cam and
Idler wheel, 4x4 Roller Guard, longer and more open riser
design, Max Pre-Load Quad limbs, Dual Arc Offset String
Suppressors, new slimmer Bear Logo grip, Zero-Tolerance
limb pockets and Contra-Band HP strings and cables.

Shock,Vibration and Noise
There are several technologies and features that go
into making Bear’s Carnage the most shock, vibration and
noise free top-of-the-line bow offered by the company. Key
players in this accomplishment include the Max Pre-Load
Quad limbs and Dual Arc Offset String Suppressors. Both
technologies with their matching curvature also combine
to give the new rig instant brand recognition
Carnage Max Pre-Load Quad limb tips are already past
parallel before the bow is ever drawn. The remainder of the
limb has a radical curve that reaches back to the semiupright limb pocket. The ability to use a stable semiupright pocket and curve the limbs to such an extent is
attributed to the extreme pre-load applied to the limbs.
Bear engineers run their limb designs through a complex
computer modeling program that exposes any problem
stress or “hot” spots before the first piece of material is ever
cut. Different sizes, thicknesses, shapes, etc. are experimented with until the combination is found that offers
maximum performance with the most homogeneous distribution of stress over the entire mass of material. The
result of the ability to pre-stress Carnage limbs and curve
them to a beyond parallel position is a bow that is consid-

About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and much of his
career has centered around the testing and evaluation of products. Now 41, he’s been bowhunting since age 12. Silks started
writing for magazines and websites 10 years ago and since
then has done more than 500 product reviews. Manufacturers
who appreciate his thoroughness and frankness have often
asked him to conduct third-party testing of their prototypes.
Silk’s work has appeared on the web on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has been published in Petersen’s Bowhunting,
Bowhunter, Arrow Adventure and Whitetail Fanatic, along with
ArrowTrade. Jon and Jennifer Silks have six children and live in
Pennsylvania. Silks can be reached at jon@silksoutdoors.com.
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erably tamer at the shot when compared to a bow with
non-parallel limbs. With parallel limbs the upper and
lower limb pieces act in opposition to one another at the
shot canceling out much of the unwanted energy that
would normally cause shock, vibration and noise. Another
plus for Bear is the use of Gordon Composite Company’s
proven materials to construct their 12 inch limb pieces.
Four limb pieces are matched based on deflection values
to make up a limb set.
The second soldier in this fight against shock, vibration and noise is the Dual Arc Offset String Suppressor set
mounted to the riser. Bear’s Dual Arc Offset String
Suppressors are mounted to the riser and match the curvature of the pre-loaded limbs as they reach out to the
string. The arm of each suppressor is offset from the actual suppression module, which clears it from any interaction with the cables and softens the cushioning effect. The
offset also offers additional side-to-side balance as it is
opposite of the roller guard and sight window. Bear used
high-speed photography to tweak the positioning of the
suppression modules for optimum performance.

Bear’s Skeleton Single Cam system produces an 80 percent letoff
and speeds advertised to reach up to 345 fps. Draw length
adjustments are made via a set of easily changed modules.
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Bow Specifications
Manufacturer:
Model:
Website:

Bear Archery Products
Carnage
www.beararcheryproducts.com

Draw Weights
Draw Lengths
Axle-to-axle length
Brace Height
Mass Weight
Let-off
Advertised IBO
Eccentrics
Strings/Cables

50, 60 and 70 lb peak
25.5-30-5" - modular
32"
7.25"
4 lbs
80 percent
Up to 345 fps
Skeleton Single Cam
Bear Contraband HP

Finish
Grip
Riser
Limb Pockets
Limbs
Cable Guard
Warranty
MSRP

Realtree APG, Shadow
1-Piece Bear Logo
Reflex, CNC Machined
Zero Tolerance, Pivoting
Max Pre-Load Quad Limbs
4X4 Roller Guard
Limited Lifetime
$849.00

Why does this bow have so little shock, vibration and noise?
(Notable bow features to bring up during the selling process)
Do radical past parallel limbs really work to reduce shock, vibration and
noise? The answer is a resounding “YES” as demonstrated by the
Carnage. The technology exercised and material used to create these
limbs also gives the bowhunter confidence that their bow will perform
with durability and efficiency.
Quite a few of the bows found on shelves these days are designed to produce little noise-causing shock and vibration, however, the effects of
string vibration is often missed. Bear’s Dual Arc Offset String Suppressors
do an excellent job of killing string noise.
The real proof is in the shot so it would be a good move to get this bow into
the hands of any potential customer and let them take a few shots – do
not shy away from having the rig set up at 70 pounds for the test shot
thinking the shock, vibration and noise may not be as good at this
poundage. The Carnage will impress at max weight.

·
·
·

Speed
The new Carnage is advertised to produce IBO speeds reaching all the
way up to 345 fps. Single cam technology has long been known to offer super
smooth draw cycles, however, it hasn’t been until the past few years that we
have started to see fairly incredible speeds as well. We will look at the cam
system and new roller guard to help us understand how the Carnage is able
to bring the heat.
Bear’s new Skeleton Cam System uses a minimal amount of 7075 aluminum, a tungsten carbide perimeter weight and a set of draw length adjustment modules to get the job done. A set of four stainless steel sealed ball
bearings in both the cam and idler wheel reduce rotational friction and in
turn increase overall efficiency. Further reducing friction and adding to
greater performance is the system’s asymmetric cable groove, which has a
radius on one side to allow the cable to freely feed and return during the
draw and shot cycle. These efficiency enhancers contribute to the speed by
converting more of the energy
you supply the system during
the draw cycle to propelling the
arrow at the shot. This of course also results in less leftover energy that needs
to be tamed after the arrow is on its way.
Letoff is advertised at 80 percent. A set of modules offers draw lengths
from 25.5 to 30.5 inches in 1/2 inch increments. Modules are easily changed
without the use of a bow press. Pre-drilled holes in the cam are clearly
marked with a number that corresponds to the number on the module for
proper placement of the adjustable draw stop. Both cam and idler wheel are
CNC machined and dark green anodized.
Bear outfits the Carnage with their popular synthetic Bear Logo Grip. The over-mold
construction reveals the Bear logo while providing a measure of warmth on cold
days afield.
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Bear’s new 4x4 Roller Guard features 8 sealed ball bearings and delivers a major blow to the efficiency robbing
friction found in many cable containment systems. A set of
four rollers, two on each side of the cables, are seated on
the end of the main arm, which is attached to the outside
of the sight window on the riser. Rollers on either side combine to contain the cables and also provide their smooth
passage throughout the draw cycle and shot. The end of
the arm that houses the rollers is angled toward the centerline of the bow. This is done to match the natural tension and movement of the cables. The cable guard arm is
finished in the same manner as the riser and limbs.
Talking Points – Where does the Carnage get its speed
and efficiency?
Bear engineers designed efficiency into their new cam
system giving the archer a greater return on their
investment – that is just good math!
Speed is enhanced by the overall design and internal
workings of the cam system – this is a fast bow that
doesn’t bite when you let it loose.
The 4x4 Roller Guard is a great addition to the Perfect
Killer. It, like the eccentric system, uses a set of sealed
ball bearings to get the job done and let the customer
experience the speed produced by the Carnage.
Note – the efficiency rating produced by the test bow is
one of the highest we have ever seen at Silks Outdoors

·
·
·
·

Lightweight and Balanced - Comfortable

Each Arrow Trade test bow is set up and initially tuned on a bow
vise using RS arrow and string levels.

(stands for Finite Element Analysis) software that gives it a
more skeletal structure in the form of many and bigger
cutouts, contours, chamfers and transitions. As with the
limbs this computer modeling allows the engineers to
“see” the stress mapping across the riser configuration.
Material is kept to a minimum while the stress hot spots
are eliminated. Less material and mass weight also opened
up the door to a longer riser that naturally increases stability. These weight reducing features coupled with the film
dipped Realtree APG finish (Black Shadow Series finish
also available) add to the aesthetic value of the Carnage as
well.
The excellent balance displayed by the Carnage can be
attributed to the position and angle of the grip, position of
the Dual Arc Offset String Suppressors and overall weight
distribution. The grip’s angle is slightly forward and it is
positioned so that the weight above it is stacked directly
over the main structure below the grip. If the grip jutted too
far toward the archer the weight would be forward and the
balance would be thrown off. Side to side balance is maintained in part by the opposing weight of the string sup-

Several features and components allow the Carnage to
come in at a comfortable 4 pound
mass weight (.2 pounds lighter than
Test Parameters
the Attack) and exhibit great balance.
N Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds
In addition to the reduced material
N Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25” -0.00”)
N Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.
needed to manufacture the cam sysrules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)
tem Bear also decided to open up the
N All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with
riser design with computerized FEA
mechanical release
N
N

A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above.
The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec
A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used.
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.

Test Method
N Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or
draw weight.
N Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
N Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
N Set nock point
N Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton
Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
N Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a
combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine,
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point
N Mark cams at full draw
N Paper tune by hand
N Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam
marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.
N Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.
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Velocity Test Results

Objective Test Categories
Kinetic Energy: 84.65 foot-pounds

350 Grain Arrow

425 Grain Arrow

540 Grain Arrow

Shot # 1

330

302

270

Shot # 2

330

303

269

Shot # 3

330

302

270

Shot # 4

330

303

269

When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that
the limbs can hold is the stored energy

Shot # 5

330

303

270

Efficiency Rating: 88.91 percent

5 Shot Total

1650

1513

1348

Average
Velocity

This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into
propelling the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets,
cam systems, and axle types play into the bow's efficiency.

330

302.6

269.6

This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the
energy that is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction
is accounted for.
Stored Energy: 95.22 foot-pounds

`

SE/PF Ratio: 1.36

pressors as they relate to the roller guard and sight window
and also in part by the distribution of weight designed into
the overall package.
Bear redesigned the grip to be slightly smaller/slimmer in size to accommodate the expressed wishes of their
loyal fan base. The unique Bear Logo over-mold grip is a
one-piece grip made of a proprietary synthetic material.
What appears to be two layers of synthetic material, each a
different color, are cut into the shape of the Bear logo. The
main color of the grip is black while the Bear logo is highlighted with white. Synthetic material also protects the
shooter’s hand from the aluminum, which will provide a
measure of comfort on cold days. Bear designed the grip to
produce a neutral wrist position for the shooter. A wood
grip is also available as an option.
ArrowTrade Talking Points
The balance of the Carnage is something to experience –
both at rest and at full draw. This is a super solid rig that
holds you on target.
Comfort is aided
by the semi-soft
and warm Bear
logo synthetic grip.

·

·

This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are
you getting for the power you supply?

The grip has been made slimmer for 2011, which
should also interest your customers looking for something a little smaller.

Rounding Out the Package
Bear brings other features to the table, features that
have been proven by success and that put the finishing
touches on the new Perfect Killer. These include Zero
Tolerance Pivoting Limb Cups, stainless steel stabilizermounting insert and Bear Contraband HP pre-stretched
strings and cables.
The Zero Tolerance Pivoting Limb Cups featured on
the Carnage harness the limbs both vertically and horizontally. Each pocket is compact and uses a minimal
amount of material to get the job done. As the name
indicates these are pivoting limb pockets, which basically means that while the draw weight is being adjusted the
limb’s relationship to the pocket does not change.
Rather, the entire pocket moves during the process. This
system (pivoting pocket) is generally considered to be
more precise and consistent than a pivoting limb system. Plastic fixtures contribute to the limb control and

RELY ON BCY
Bowstring Material

for the widest variety and latest innovations
in bowstring material from the people who
really know archery

 HIGHEST STRENGTH
 INCREASED
DURABILITY
 COMPLETE
STABILITY
 HIGHER
ARROW SPEED
Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable
shooting machine is an important component in ArrowTrade bow testing. The use
of a machine creates consistency and
eliminates possible shooting form error.

Phone: 860-632-7115
Fax: 860-632-5775
e-mail: bcyray@msn.com
m

See our catalog or visit our web site:  
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also shield the limb material from direct contact with the
riser metal.
Talking Points – Why are limb pockets important?

·The connection/interface between the riser and limbs is
critical to accuracy and performance – Bear seeks to
eliminate tolerances in this area with their Zero
Tolerance Pivoting Limb Cups.
Pivoting limb pockets maintain the limb and pocket
interface for more consistent operation throughout the
draw weight adjustment process.

·

Testing
A single brass nock and QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest were
attached to the bow – nothing more. With the exception of
these two items every bow is tested as it would be shipped
to the dealer or customer. In other words, if it has string
silencers or other components pre-installed it is tested
with them installed. While the ‘official’ velocity rating for
our calculations will be taken with an arrow as defined
below, we will also use two other test arrows as reference
points. This will be done to bring a bracketed picture of the
bow’s speed performance to the reader. Test arrows include
a lightweight 350 grain arrow, a mid-weight 425 grain arrow
and a relatively heavy 540 grain arrow. Before recording
speeds with these arrows the bow was first paper tuned
with each one. Most every bowhunter/archer will be able
to extrapolate their approximate arrow speed in relation to
similar setup parameters and results presented from the
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Bear Carnage

JES
15.3 lbs
30.125"

Distance (in)

Load (lbs)

8.875

0.00

9
10

2.00
11.70

11

22.70

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

33.40
44.50
54.50
62.80
68.00
70.00
69.80
69.50
69.40
69.30
69.30
69.50
69.70
69.90
67.90
59 80
59.80
47.50

29

32.20

30
30.125

16.20
15.30

Subjective Test Results
Shot Noise:
This bow is quiet plain and simple. I compared it to several other bows in my shop
and the Carnage was as quiet or quieter than the best of the bunch.
Grip Comfort and Function:
The Bear Logo grip is comfortable and should provide some warmth on cold days
afield. I prefer wood grips and Bear provides one as an option.
Draw Cycle "Feel":
I was impressed with the feel of the draw cycle considering the efficiency rating
and tested speeds. It has an aggressive single cam feel with relatively smooth
transitions.
Shock and Vibration Levels:
The Carnage has very little shock or vibration - this is the most shock and vibration
free bow Bear has ever created in my opinion.

30.125"
7.125"
70 lbs
17.00"

Draw Length:
Brace Height:
Max Load:
Max Pos:

Load (lbs)

TestID:
Tested By:
Min Load:
Min Pos:

three test arrows.
The speed result from the 350 grain arrow is entered
into the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which then
automatically calculates Kinetic Energy, Stored Energy,
and Efficiency.
Potential customers will generally make their bow purchase choice based on several factors including the cost,
speed, shot noise, shock/vibration level, grip and the draw
cycle. In our testing for ArrowTrade Magazine we try to give
you a feel for how a bow performs in the “subjective” areas
mentioned above. You can then focus on the bow’s notable
subjective points when interacting with your customer.
The term “subjective” can basically be translated into
“opinion”. Here is my opinion of this bow’s performance in
the following subjective categories:

Speed:
Power Stroke:
Kinetic Energy:
Stored Energy:
Dynamic Eff.:
Brace Height:
Peak Draw Weight:
Full Draw Condition:

330 ft/sec
1.77'
84.65 ft-lbs
95.22 ft-lbs
88.91%

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

Distance (in)

25.0

30.0

35.0
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t the end of their 1950’s TV
show Katherine Murray, wife
of legendary dance instructor
Arthur Murray, used to look into the
camera and say, “Put a little fun in
your life – try dancing,” before she
waltzed across the stage. Today Chuck
Saunders, President of Saunders
Archery, the manufacturer of the
SACO archery target, might say, “Put a
little money in your pocket – try
SACO.”
SACO is an archery action target
that is fun to shoot, exiting to watch
and very, very addictive. Last year I did
a promotion for a sports show that
offered a SACO shooting event.
Without exception everyone who shot
the target for the first time immediately asked, “Can I try that again?” For
the most part archery has never been
considered an action or a spectator
sport by its very nature. However,
SACO changes all of that and it can be
a very effective tool at attracting new
shooters and increasing attendance at
your indoor range, which leads to

By Business Editor John Kasun

Try the SACO archery target
for increased fun and profit
more traffic through the store.
For those of you not familiar with
SACO it is a self contained tower target
on which are six circular targets 3-1/2
inches in diameter mounted on movable arms. While the SACO offers a
variety of possible “games” a common
one is where two competitors shoot
against each other with the winner
moving to the next round to face a
new challenger. Three of the six targets are positioned on either side of
the tower. The round is timed and is
normally 40 to 45 seconds long. At the
starting whistle each archer shoots at
a disk on his side of the tower and if it
is struck it flips to the opposite side of
the tower. At the same time the competitor is trying to strike the disks on
his side of the tower to knock them to
his competitor’s side. The shooting is
These two shooters go head to
head while the traffic light in
the background signals the time
remaining. Note these shooters
have chosen to use open buckets in which to hold their
arrows. Some shooters have
found putting arrows tipped
with large diameter blunts in
their quivers slowed up their
shooting as they were difficult
to withdraw so they opted for
the open containers.

fast and furious until a whistle is
blown at the end of the allotted time
period and the archer with the least
number of disks on his side of the
tower is declared the winner. Distance
to the target can vary but with heavy
bows I think 15 yards is a minimum
with 18 to 20 yards being ideal.
As contestants are eliminated the
winners move on to the next round
facing a new challenger. It is similar to
any sports elimination tournament.
The round is a combination of speed
and accuracy with instantly visible
results. It is exciting and easily understandable to all participants and spectators, even those with little or no
knowledge of archery.
The SACO target can be used with
a number of variations of the above
round. Two competitors can be
replaced with teams of two shooters
each for increased action. An event
can also be held where a single shooter starts with all six disks on one side
of the tower and he shoots against the

NEW

Waterproof
!
and Extremely
Tear Resistant
NFAA Field & Hunter
and FITA Field Faces

The author modified this
traffic light to be used with
the SACO target. The light
has a built-in adjustable
timer that turns the light
green to start, yellow when
15 seconds remains and
red when time is up. It
adds interest for the audience and pressure on the
shooters.

The ONLY U.S. Official Manufacturer
For Information Contact,
mlpress1@aol.com
www.mapleleafpress.com
Phone 616-846-8844
Fax 616-846-6408
1215 S. Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417
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clock. The shooter who knocks all six
disks to the opposite side of the tower
in the shortest time can be declared
the winner. These are but a few of the
many variations possible.
The SACO target is well designed
and constructed to withstand the
severest punishment and all parts are
replaceable. The disks are fully tunable allowing them to be set up for
heavy bows or lighter youth bows.
They can even be used with sling
shots opening up a wide new range of
shooting possibilities. Special blunts
available from Saunders Archery are
to be used with the target and are
available in either screw-in or slip-on
versions.
While the SACO target is self contained and can be easily set up in any
range, following are a few suggestions
that will make using the target easier
and more efficient. While the SACO
tower can be set on the floor it is better to raise it approximately 24 to 28
inches to make the shooting height
more comfortable. A small table or
box works well. I would also suggest
clamping the tower to the table surface to prevent the tower from moving
when being struck. Remember the
disk on the tower moves out of the
way when struck by the arrow so a
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These shooters watch intently while awaiting their turn at the target. SACO captures
and holds the attention of both shooters and spectators .

backstop is required. While the tower
can be set in front of your normal
range backstop blunts shot from a
heavy hunting bow could damage the
backstop. You could use backstop netting. However, I have found a simple
2x4 frame with suspended scrap carpet placed behind the tower and in
front of the backstop will not only
absorb the arrow’s energy protecting
the backstop but will prevent damage
to the arrow as well. Although you
may have to experiment a little placing the suspended carpet
about 3 feet in front of the
backstop and the tower about
4 feet in front of the carpet
seems to work out well.
Fastening the carpet only at
the top of the frame allows the
carpet to give when struck
with the arrow, better absorbing the arrow’s energy.
Getting your range ready
for the SACO target is quick
and easy and changing
between regular targets and
SACO can be done in a few
minutes. Saunders offers
detailed instructions on fine
tuning the SACO target for the
best performance as well as
The force required to allow the
disk to “flip” from one side of the
tower to the other while preventing “bounce back” is completely
adjustable on the SACO target.
Here the author is shown making
some last minute adjustments.
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outlining several variations of shooting events.
SACO offers an entirely new
dimension to archery and competition. It is sure to capture your customer’s attention and generate interest. Its uses are limited only by your
imagination. The action is quick and
everyone is involved including the
shooter on the line, the shooters
awaiting their turn as well as any
spectators and I guarantee that once it
is over everyone will be lining up to try
it again.
In order to keep the shoot flowing
smoothly for the tournament I handled, I took all shooters registered and
formed teams of competitors and
charted them similar to those basketball brackets that are formed for playoffs. The number of competitors
works best in blocks of 8 - 16 - 32, etc.
If you have more or less you have to
give some people a “bye.” If that does
not make any sense anyone who is
familiar with basketball or tennis
competition brackets can easily set it
up for you.
Don’t expect to put a SACO target
in your range and have it be an instant
success; as with anything else it takes
a little promotion. But once you get it
going just get out of the way and enjoy
the extra traffic and the extra profit it
generates.
Contact Saunders Archery at (402)
564-7176 for complete information on
the SACO archery action target.
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Grain for grain, the VAP clearly
delivers more kinetic energy
than regular hunting shafts.

“I shot through two, 3/4 inch
pieces of plywood and the
VAP out penetrated the
competitors by over
20 inches! I’ve never shot
anything like It and the
results are simply amazing.”
Bob Fromme

Advanced carbon arrow technology and
manufacturing techniques provide archers
with an arrow that is thinner, stronger
and straighter while providing amazing
penetration and accuracy for astonishing
results both on the range and in the ﬁeld.
Simply the best carbon arrows made
and proof why Victory is without a doubt
“The Carbon Arrow Experts”

For 2011 Program contact: 1914 Palomar Oaks Way Carlsbad, CA 92008 | 866-934-6565 www.victoryarchery.com
See the test for yourself: http://www.bowtube.com/media/1014/VAP_-_Victory_Armour_Piercing_Promotional_Video/
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Choose Your Hunting Partner Wisely.

Onza 3

Firecat 400

With Nitro Hybrid Pro Cams
'UDZ/HQJWKµµ
%UDFH+HLJKWµ
$[OH/HQJWKµ

With Nitro Hybrid Pro Cams
'UDZ/HQJWKµµ
%UDFH+HLJKWµ
$[OH/HQJWKµ
Laura Francese
Martin Pro Shooter
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